Further evidence for the role of cryptochromes in retinohypothalamic photoreception/phototransduction.
Cryptochrome is a blue-light absorbing photopigment that has been proposed to act as a photoreceptor for a variety of nonvisual light-responsive tasks. While mouse models have suggested an important role for cryptochrome in nonvisual photoreception, there are no biochemical data demonstrating the functional photoreceptive capability of cryptochrome in mice. There are two models that describe the effect of cryptochrome on light responsive events: (1) cryptochrome is a photoreceptor or (2) cryptochrome is required for either normal phototransduction from the retina to the brain or for normal transcriptional regulation in the brain, irrespective of light. To differentiate between these two models, we have examined the integrity of the regulatory mechanism of c-fos in cryptochromeless cell lines and in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of cryptochromeless mice. Photoinduction of c-fos mRNA in the SCN can be used as a marker for circadian photoreception/phototransduction and it is drastically reduced in mice lacking cryptochromes. Our results indicate that light-independent transcription regulatory system of c-fos is normal in cryptochromeless mice and that the reduced c-fos light responsiveness in the absence of cryptochromes is due to a loss of photoreceptor function.